
 
 

 

 
 
 

MA Creative Writing 
 
Thank you for your enquiry. Please find below some further course information. Please email your 
completed application form, two references, a personal statement and your portfolio to me in the 
admissions office, admissions@chi.ac.uk. I am happy for your references to be sent through separately as 
I understand they sometimes take longer to access.  The application form can also be found on our 
website by clicking the “Apply now button” on the Creative Writing page (http://www.chi.ac.uk/ma-creative-
writing-0). 
 
If you are offered a place you will be required to attend the weekly (part-time) or twice-weekly (full-time) 
module sessions. The only part of the course that does not involve taught study and group work, is the 
final part – the Dissertation. (This MA does not offer a ‘distance learning’ mode of learning.) The course 
begins in early September 2018 and although there is no official deadline we would recommend that you 
apply as soon as possible to avoid disappointment as we do have a limit on the number of students we 
can offer places to. 
 
For entry to our course, you need to send in a portfolio of creative writing, in addition to holding a good 
degree in English or a related subject. 
 
The portfolio of creative writing is an important element of the application (both for arts graduates and for 
those from another discipline or without traditional qualifications) and should represent some of your best 
work to date. A strong portfolio could override the need for a 2:1 in English. Please select carefully and 
present accurately.  
 
A portfolio might consist of any but not all of the following: 
• three short stories 
• three chapters from a novel 
• 5-8 poems 
• a radio play 
• two or three scenes of a stage play 
• Or a combination of the above, e.g. a short story and five poems. 
 
Please remember to select your writing that you consider to be your best work so far and in a form that 
suits you. Please also submit a personal statement telling us more about your motivation for applying for 
this course, your work experience (if relevant) and your general interests related to the course of study 
(500-800 words). We also require two references, which can be completed and sent in separately if 
necessary (only one is necessary if you are a recent graduate of Chichester). 
 
If your portfolio looks promising, we will proceed to an interview. (Please note that the interview is not a 
tutorial on the creative work submitted in the portfolio.)  
 
We look forward to hearing from you and please feel free to contact Hugh Dunkerley to discuss the course 
in more detail. His email is H.Dunkerley@chi.ac.uk 
 
Thank you for your interest. 
 
 
Vicky Ovens 
Postgraduate Admissions Officer 

 



 
The MA in Creative Writing is designed to give students a structure within which they can develop both 
their writing and critical skills, experimenting with a range of possibilities available to the contemporary 
writer. This is an exciting, imaginative course. Our students publish and win prizes. All written 
assignments, apart from the related commentaries on the process of creating the work, are creative.  

The final taught module includes a session given by agents and editors, and staff are willing to advise on 
professional issues of placing work. 

All modules are taught by practising creative writers. 

The home tuition fees for 2017 were:  Full-time - £6300.00.  Part time - £1050.00 per 30 credit module and 
£2100.00 for the dissertation.  The fees for 2018 will be released in the new year. 

Successes by MA in Creative Writing Graduates include: 

• Novel publications by publishers such as Bloomsbury, Chatto & Windus, Doghorn, Diva, 
Myriad Editions, Pulp Fiction, Serpent’s Tail, Sphere. 

• Numerous short stories winning awards and/or published in the following anthologies, 
magazines and websites: Asham Award anthology, Bridport Short Story prize anthologies 
(numerous), The Lightship Prize Anthology (the winning short story), The Bristol Short Prize 
Anthologies (vols 4 and 5), Ilkley Festival Short Story Awards, the Derby Literature Festival 
Awards, the Segora short fiction award, Writers Inc. Writer of the Year, The Interpreter’s 
House, Litro Magazine, Five Leaves Magazine, London Magazine,  V.S Pritchett award short 
list, Ilkley Short Story Festival Awards, Writers inc. Writer of the Year, The Interpreter’s 
House, London Magazine, Society of Authors Olive Cook Award winner, The Arts Council 
Decibel Awards Anthology, Royal Academy of Arts Short Story Award, BBC Radio 4 First 
Lines Short Stories by new writers, BBC Radio 4. 

• Jerwood/Arvon Young Novelist Apprenticeship; Winner of First Chapter novel award and 
mentoring scheme. 

• West End play production – winner of The Play’s The Thing (Channel 4).  

• BBC Cantatas, BBC radio plays, BBC R4 short stories, Book at Bedtime. 

• Poetry collections published by Tall Lighthouse, Two Ravens, Oversteps, Carcanet. Poems 
published in Bridport prize winning anthologies, shortlisted for Keats-Shelley Award, 
published in MsLexia, Poetry Review, Poetry London, Magma, Envoi, Acumen, Orbis, 
Cinnamon poetry prize shortlistings, Poetry and Jazz. Winner of the Hippocrates Poetry and 
Medicine Prize and published in the Hippocrates Poetry and Medicine anthology. 

• Many of these pieces started as exercises or assignments from the MA in Creative Writing.  
Creating a publication profile of short stories helps agents and editors to take your novel 
seriously. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Attendance 
The Route is offered part-time or full-time (usually a 12 week semester with a break of one week in the 
middle).  The tutorials are on Mondays (5pm-8pm) and/or Wednesdays (5pm – 8pm)  if you are studying 
full-time then you would be attending Mondays AND Wednesdays and if you are part-time then you will be 
in on Mondays (1st year) OR Wednesdays (2nd years) 
 
Entry requirements 
t Candidates should normally have a good honours degree in English, or in a related discipline, or  
       non-standard entry via a procedure of accredited prior learning is possible in suitable cases. 
t All applicants should be able to demonstrate, through the submission of a portfolio of work, 
       commitment to writing and a potential talent. 

 
Course content 
The MA comprises four taught modules: 
 
t The Writing Studio 
t Sources and Transformations 
t Metaphor and the Imagination 
t Launching the Manuscript 

 
 

Part-time Route: Usually one module per semester (two per year), followed by the dissertation (now called 
The Manuscript  20,000 words). The modules are intended to form a series of input sessions which are 
followed by workshops, in which the focus is on developing the student’s writing. 
 
Full-time Route: Two modules per semester (four per year), followed by the dissertation (The Manuscript 
20,000 words). 

Assessment 
To gain an MA in Creative Writing, students need to complete all four modules from those offered and a 
dissertation of 20,000 words (or poetry/drama equivalents). Each module is assessed by an assignment 
of approximately 6,000 words or equivalent. 
 
To gain a Postgraduate Diploma in Creative Writing, students need to complete four modules. Each 
module is assessed by an assignment of approximately 6,000 words or equivalent. 
 
To gain a Postgraduate Certificate in Creative Writing, students need to complete two modules. Each 
module is assessed by an assignment of approximately 6,000 words or equivalent. 
 
The Staff Teaching Team 
All your tutors will be practising and published creative writers who are on the journey with you. 
 
Dr. Hugh Dunkerley, BA, PGCE, MA in Creative Writing, Ph.D. 
Designation: Reader in Creative Writing and Contemporary Poetry. Programme Coordinator MA in 
Creative Writing 
Modules: Sources and Transformations, Launching The Manuscript 
 
Research/Publications: Hugh’s latest collection of poetry is Hare (Cinnamon Press, 2010). His prize-
winning poetry pamphlet collection, Walking to the Fire Tower, was published in 1997 by Redbeck Press. 
Fast appreared in 2007 from Pighog Press. A further selection of new poetry appeared in Oxford Poets 
2006 (Carcanet). Recent publications include poems in Irish Pages and The London Magazine. Hugh's 
research interests include contemporary poetry and the environment (eco-criticism), and he recently 
convened an international conference, in collaboration with ASLE, entitled ‘Cross Fertilisations: Literature, 
Science and Nature’, on the subject. He is the co-editor of Mouth Ogres and Dreaming Beasts, the 
Tongues and Strings Anthologies to which many MA writers have contributed. Hugh’s doctoral thesis 
examined the ‘via negativa’ in the poetic imagination. He reviews for various publications including The 
London Magazine and Envoi. 
 
 



 
 
 
Awards: 1992 Eric Gregory Award, 1999 Hawthornden Fellow, 2002  Arts Council England Writer's Award, 
2002 Leighton Fellow at the Banff Centre for the Arts, Canada, 2015 Arts Council England Writer’s Award. 
2000- 2012 West Sussex Poet Laureate 
 
Professor Alison Macleod, BA, MA in Creative Writing, Ph.D. 
Designation: Professor of Contemporary Fiction 
Modules: Metaphor and the Imagination, Launching The Manuscript 
 
Alison MacLeod is a novelist and short story writer. Her stories have been widely published in both the UK 
and abroad, and broadcast on the BBC. In 2008 she was awarded the Society of Authors' Prize for Short 
Fiction, in 2011 she was shortlisted for the BBC National Short Story Award, and in 2012 she was 
longlisted for The International Sunday Times EFG Short Story Award. Her story collection Fifteen Modern 
Tales of Attraction (Penguin) was 'highly recommended' by Time Out and deemed by the Guardian to be 
'as inventive as it is original'. She is currently completing her second short story collection. MacLeod is 
also the author of three novels, The Changeling (Macmillan 1996), The Wave Theory of Angels (Penguin 
2005), and Unexploded, which was longlisted for the 2013 Man Booker prize. Her most recent collection of 
stories, All The Beloved Ghosts, is published by Bloomsbury. She has appeared at numerous literary 
festivals and conferences, and teaches for groups such as the Arvon Foundation. Alongside her writing, 
she is Professor of Contemporary Fiction at the University of Chichester and Director of Thresholds 
International Short Story Forum.  
 
 
Stephen Mollett, BA, MA  
Designation:  Senior Lecturer 
Modules: Sources and Transformations 
 
Research/Publications: Stephen's many radio plays broadcast on Radio 4 include: The Joke, A House 
Halfway to Africa, Curious Exchange, A White Velvet Nightcap in Florida, Leo Adrift. His plays have 
featured in Radio 4's Pick of the Week and have been favourably reviewed in The Guardian, Independent 
and The Observer.  His stage play In a Strange City toured as part of the Oxford Stage Company's 
Making the Future season. He writes for television – for example Doctors series on BBC1. His latest 
episode of Doctors, Sentence was broadcast in July 2012. He has recently written a novel for children and 
is working on a film script and stage play. Stephen has worked as a Royal Literary Fund Fellow at various 
times. 
Awards: Second prize in the Lloyds Bank Screenwriting Competition for his script In Care of Strangers. He 
was selected for the Carlton Screenwriters' workshop and for the Scriptnaked workshops (funded by the 
film council).  
 
 
Karen Stevens, BA, MA in Creative Writing, PGCHE 
Designation: Senior Lecturer 
Modules: The Writing Studio, Launching The Manuscript 
 
Research/Publications:  Karen has a special interest in the contemporary novel and short fiction.  Her 
short stories include Fighting for It (Water Baby: Panurge New Fiction 1995), His Weight (The Big Issue, 
1995), The Visit (Spoonface, and Other Stories, Fish Publishing 2004), Perfect Symmetry (Pulp Net 13 
2004- British Arts Council funded web magazine for established and new writers), It is such a new thing 
(The Art of Love 2005 - Londonart.co.uk on-line gallery exhibition of visual artists, writers, poets and 
musicians.) The Visit (Riptide: Short stories with an undercurrent, Vol 5, Dirt Pie Press, 2010) Karen also 
specialises in writing for children and young adults and reviews children’s books for 
www.writeaway.org.uk. She reviewed ‘New World Orders in Contemporary Children’s Literature in 
Gramarye: The Journal of the Sussex Centre for Folklore, Fairy Tales and Fantasy (Spring 2012).  She 
gave a keynote lecture at Chichester Festival Theatre on Rudyard Kipling’s Just So Stories and read with 
Roddy Doyle at The Lonely Page Conference, Queen’s University Belfast 2008. Her edited collection 
Writing a First Novel is forthcoming with Palgrave MacMillan in Spring 2013 and features articles on 
process by major novelists. 



Awards: Winner of the Lancaster Short Story Competition, Winner of the Fish Publishing Very Short Story 
Competition, twice shortlisted for the Adventures in Fiction scheme, shortlisted for The Daily Mail Novel 
Writing Competition 2009, judged by Fay Weldon and Shena McKay.    
  
David Swann, BA, MA , PhD 
Designation: Senior Lecturer 
Module: The Writing Studio, Metaphor & the Imagination, Launching The Manuscript 
 
Research/Publications: David's short story collection, The Last Days of Johnny North, was published by 
Elastic Press in 2006. David's stories and poems have gained success in the Bridport Prize (five times), 
Northern Stories (four times), and the 1997 New Blood Contest (when the story was performed at the ICA, 
London). His poems have been published in the UK, South Africa, USA, and Holland, and have gained 
success in numerous major contests, including the National Poetry Competition, 2003, and the 2005 
Forward Anthology. He is a former writer-in-residence at HMP Nottingham Prison, where he edited 
Beyond the Wall, a collection of inmates' work. David is also the co-editor of Mouth Ogres and Dreaming 
Beasts, anthologies from the Tongues & Strings readings. His collection of poetry, The Privilege of Rain, 
came out from Waterloo Press in 2010 and was short-listed for the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in 
Poetry in 2011. His collection of sudden fiction, Stronger, Faster, Shorter (Flash, The International Short 
Story Press) was published in 2015.   

 
Naomi Foyle, BA, MA and PhD 
Designation: Senior Lecturer 
Module: Metaphor and The Imagination. 
 
Naomi holds a PhD in Creative Writing from the University of Wales and has also taught at Goldsmiths 
College. She has published two collections of poetry with Waterloo Press, including The Night Pavilion, 
a 2008 Poetry Book Society Recommendation; her third collection, Adamantine, is forthcoming in 2018 
from Red Hen Press (US). Also a verse dramatist and librettist, her work for theatre has been produced 
in London and Toronto. Her first novel, cyberchiller Seoul Survivors was published by Jo Fletcher Books 
(Quercus) in Feb 2013, followed by Astra (2014), Rook Song (2015) and The Blood of the 
Hoopoe (2016), the first three volumes of The Gaia Chronicles, a post-apocalyptic eco-science fantasy 
quartet. The final volume in the series, Stained Light, is forthcoming in 2018. Naomi Foyle’s research 
interests include contemporary poetry, the ballad, Irish poetry, poetry in translation, experimental fiction, 
world SFF, Middle Eastern literature, eco-literature, feminism, cultural diversity and disability studies. 
 
The University of Chichester's Creative Writing Fellow, Nick Warburton, visits twice a year or so. MA 
students are encouraged to sign up with Nick for one-off tutorials and to send him work ahead. Nick is an 
extremely experienced writer, with more than thirty plays broadcast on radio and extensive credits on 
television, for example, Holby City, East Enders, Doctors, Born and Bred. Nick has also written several 
children’s books and serialised novels for Radio 4, for example Father and Son by Edmund Gosse, 
Resurrection by Tolstoy, and Miss Read’s Thrush Green. MA writers have very much valued their tutorials 
with Nick.  
 
Writers Isabel Ashdown and Sian Rees are our Royal Literary Fund Fellows and can be contacted for 
a tutorial on writing skills.  
 
In addition to the core team of six staff, we also call on some associate lecturers such Gaby Pritchard 
(writing name Gabrielle Kimm) to lead workshops. Gabrielle Kimm’s three novels are My Last Duchess 
(Sphere 2010), The Courtesan’s Lover (Sphere 2012) and The Girl with the Painted Face (Sphere, 2013).. 
 
In recent years, the following guest readers have given readings and workshops: Julia Blackburn, Simon 
Brett, Helen Dunmore, Philip Gross, Ed Hogan, Suzannah Jones, Patrick McGrath, Adam Marek, Bernard 
O’Donoghue, Gillian Plowman, Bethan Roberts, Michelle Roberts, Jane Rogers, Nicholas Royle, Jo 
Shapcott, Peter Scupham, and Matthew Sweeney.  
 
The Publishing Panel has included agents from Greene and Heaton, Janklow and Nesbit, David Godwin 
Associates, Rogers, Coleridge and White, RAFT, United Artists and editors from Penguin/Hamish 
Hamilton, Chatto and Windus, Bloomsbury, Myriad Editions, Pulp.Net and Pighog Press.  



APPLICATION FORM

PERSONAL DETAILS
Title (Mr/Miss/Mrs/Ms) Gender

M          F
Forenames

Telephone Number (Daytime)

Telephone Number (Evening)

Mobile Number

Date of Birth

Nationality

Country of Birth

Have you been ordinarily resident in the UK for the last three years?

Yes No

Permanent/Home Address

Postcode
Email Address

COURSE DETAILS

Surname (Family Name) Previous Surname (if applicable)

! !

Title of Course to be studied

Qualification to be obtained: BA/BSc/FdA/FdSc/MA/MSc
! ! !

!!!

How do you intend to study the course?
Full Time Part Time! !

ACADEMIC RECORD Qualifications achieved from age 16 - For Undergraduate Courses
Qualifications achieved from age 18 - For Postgraduate Courses

Name of School/College/University Date From Date To Qualifications Achieved
(ie GCSE/A Level/HNC/
Access/Diploma/Degree)

Subjects/Title of Award Grade/Result

Do you wish to be considered for Advanced Standing based on prior learning and/or experience?
(If yes, please attach copies of relevant qualifications and/or transcripts you would like 
to be taken into consideration and provide details in your personal statement) Yes              No! !

Home and EU App Form Oct 10

! !

(Please enclose a copy of
transcripts/certificates)

Level of Entry Year 1            Year 2            Year 3

Month of Entry January              April           September



Please provide, on a separate sheet of paper, a Personal Statement telling us more about your motivation for applying for this course,
your work experience (if relevant) and your general interests related to the course of study.

Who will be paying your fees? Yourself             Sponsor             Local Education Authority

If Sponsor or Local Education Authority, please provide details.

DECLARATION
I certify that the foregoing information is correct and I understand that any false or misleading statement made on this form, or failure to disclose
information relevant to this application may result in my application being rejected/registration being terminated and/or may lead to legal proceedings.
I agree to supply any information that I am asked for in relation to this application. I understand that this information will be treated in confidence. I
understand that the University of Chichester’s administration of applications is registered under the Data Protection Act and that personal information
which I have declared will be stored on computer and may be verified against other information which I have passed on to other public bodies.

Signature Date

Please return this completed form, together with your Personal Statement and References, to:
Admissions Department, University of Chichester, Bishop Otter Campus, College Lane
Chichester, West Sussex PO19 6PE, United Kingdom or fax to +44 (0)1243 816080

PERSONAL STATEMENT

PAYMENT OF FEES

! ! !

REFERENCES

Please supply one academic reference for an undergraduate course and two academic references for a postgraduate course using
the University Reference Form(s). For all professional courses, except Teacher Education, we need two references.

EMPLOYMENT RECORD (including Voluntary Work and Work Experience in Schools)

Date From Date To Employer Position Held

Do you have a disability or any special need for which you may require support or extra resources?

Yes No If yes, please provide full details in an accompanying letter.

Have you been convicted of a criminal offence, either in the UK or in any other country?

Yes No If yes, please provide full details in an accompanying letter.

N.B. There is no need to declare ‘spent’ convictions or minor motoring offences. Applicants for courses leading to Qualified Teacher Status,
Social Work, Counselling Courses and Childhood Studies will, however, be subject to the Criminal Records Bureau Enhanced Disclosure
checks, if successful at interview.

! !

! !

ACADEMIC RECORD Qualifications/Courses still being undertaken

Name of School/College/University Date to be Taken Qualification and Level Subject

DISABILITY OR SPECIAL NEED

CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS


